Advocating For Your Child in School:
Building a Partnership for Success
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1. sample flow chart of a
school district "chain of
command"
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…seeing their positive intentions and actions, and

2. who to talk to when
you have a concern

amplifying that, is a much more effective strategy
than focusing on what you don’t want…

3. checklist of what to
think about before you
make the first call
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5. what to do before your
first face to face
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6. win/win model
7. golden rules of
triangles
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Increase the chances
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partnerships work best when
people look for and align with

influence by focusing on what
you want more of from your
partners, seeing their positive




intentions and actions, and
amplifying that, is a much



more effective strategy than

learn how to get clear in
your own thinking
learn how to get clear about
your intentions and wants
learn how to listen and
what to listen for
understand the process of
finding win/win solutions

complaining about it.

Understand how to get
the school system on
your side
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Understand who
controls what…




understand
what
the
Ministry
of
Education
controls and how school
districts are funded
appreciate what constraints
school systems work with
(union
contracts,
legal
requirements, legislation)

Understand the chain
of command





learn
the
difference
between
political
and
administrative roles
learn how school districts
are organized
understand the principal's
role and the budget s/he
controls
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learn about describing your
experience and understanding the experience of others
(experience cube)
learn about appreciative
change process and how to
use it
learn about triangulation
and how to avoid it
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worse.
A leadership trainer with
Clear Learning Ltd., she
utilizes models from the
Clear Leadership course for
collaboration and partnerships
(www.clearlearning.ca).

If things go sideways,
how do you get back on
track?




when you have a problem,
first see the teacher etc.
learn how to be descriptive,
not judgmental
learn
more
about
appreciative process and
see the good intentions of
others
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